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Abstract— An estimated 14.7 billion Internet of Things (IoT)
devices will be connected to the Internet by 2023. The ubiquity
of these devices creates exciting new opportunities, while at the
same time introducing new concerns about privacy and security.
To address these concerns, efficient cryptographic algorithms are
needed to secure communication between IoT devices. In this
work, we present an optimized implementation of one such
algorithm, the Edwards Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(EdDSA) with operations Keygen, Sign, and Verify using the
Ed25519 parameter on the ARM Cortex-M4 implemented in
assembly code. The ARM Cortex-M4 is used in millions of devices
world-wide, and is a popular choice for a wide range of IoT
applications. We discuss the optimization of field and group arith-
metic on this platform to produce high-throughput cryptographic
primitives. Then, we present the first SCA-resistant implemen-
tation of the Signed Comb method, and Test Vector Leakage
Assessment (TVLA) measurements. Our fastest implementation
performs Ed25519 Keygen in 200,000 cycles, Sign in 240,000
cycles, and Verify in 720,000 cycles on the ARM Cortex-M4.

Index Terms— Digital signatures, message authentication, ellip-
tic curve cryptography, public key cryptography, embedded
systems, side channel attacks, cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT IS estimated that by 2023, about 14.7 billion Internet
of Things (IoT) devices will be connected to the Internet.

The proliferation of IoT devices has started a revolution in
connectivity worldwide, while simultaneously creating diffi-
cult security and privacy problems [1], [2], [3]. Fast, efficient
and secure cryptosystems such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) are needed as part of the solution.
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Ed25519, one such system, is the Edwards Digital Signa-
ture Algorithm (EdDSA) configured to use the elliptic curve
Edwards25519 and SHA-512 introduced in 2011 [4]. It was
standardized in 2019 by the NIST in FIPS 186-5 [5] and is
used to produce public keys, compute digital signatures of
messages, and verify signature and message pairs. It is widely
adopted, having been included in modern global applications
such as the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol version
1.3 and the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol.

Ed25519 was designed for low latency Keygen, Sign,
and Verify while providing a high security level with small
(64 byte) signatures. [4] The version standardized by the
NIST has been proven by [6] to provide strong unforgeability
under chosen message attacks (SUF-CMA) security, which
is a desired property of modern digital signature schemes.
[6] These factors position Ed25519 as an excellent choice
for IoT devices, which are typically computationally and
spatially constrained. However, like other ECC cryptosystems,
the large number of multi-precision mathematical operations
pose a significant hurdle in the way of achieving a low-latency
implementation. This is especially true for many IoT devices
which utilize processors with 32-bit or lower architectures
and therefore require many cycles to process 256- or 512-bit
numbers.

The target processor, the 32-bit ARM Cortex M4, is widely
used in many embedded and IoT applications due to its
powerful ALU, high CPU frequency, and relatively spacious
RAM and ROM especially when compared to older platforms
like the AVR ATmega or MSP430. [7] The ARM Cortex-M
processors have been shipped in more than 47 billion chips
world-wide, and are used for a wide range of embedded and
IoT applications from medical sensors to UAV flight control
systems [8], [9]

Although Ed25519 was only recently standardized in
2019, in 2022, the first winners of the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) competition [10]
to find quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms was
announced [11]. During the transition period from classical
algorithms like Ed25519 to post-quantum cryptography (PQC)
algorithms, hybrid cryptosystems such as [12] will be needed
to maintain regulations and standards [13], [14]. Hence, con-
tinued research that improves latency and reduces resource
utilization for ECC in constrained devices is still relevant.

A. Side-Channel Attacks
IoT devices may be deployed in a manner that exposes them

to physical access with few restrictions. As a result, a physical
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attack model should be considered when writing cryptographic
software for these devices. There are two types of such attacks:
active and passive. Active attacks are fault attacks, whereas
passive attacks, performed via side-channel analysis (SCA),
include power and timing attacks [15], among others. In this
work we focus on defense against passive attacks.

B. Our Contributions

Ed25519 has been thoroughly researched and discussed.
However, there is little literature about the use of the Signed
Comb method of scalar multiplication proposed by [16] which
was employed and briefly described by [17] in their implemen-
tation of Ed25519. Using this method, we further reduce the
latency of Ed25519 cryptographic primitives compared to the
prior fastest effort by up to 52%.

For the first time, side-channel countermeasures are eval-
uated while using the Signed Comb scalar multiplication
method. Software from previous works using the Signed
Comb method have not included countermeasures against
side-channel attacks. Additionally, our software for the ARM
Cortex-M4 is open source and has been made available
online. [18]

C. Disclaimer

The software is provided “as-is” and readers are encouraged
to use it at their own discretion.

D. Organization

This paper is organized as follows: In §II, we discuss
the basics about Ed25519, the ECC operational structure,
and introduce the target architecture. In §III we describe
implementation details about finite field arithmetic and scalar
multiplication. We discuss side-channel countermeasures and
present Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) results in
§IV. Finally, we present measurements and conclusions in §V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Ed25519

The Edwards-Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA)
with parameter Ed25519 is defined in [19], where the points
satisfying the equation Ed/Fp : ax2

+ y2
= 1+ dx2 y2 lay on

the twisted Edwards curve over a finite field, defined as Fp
with p = 2255

− 19 and

d = 3709570593466943934313808350875456518 . . .

. . . 9542113879803219016388785533085940283555

with E as the order of the curve. A point P on the curve is
defined as P = (x, y), P ∈ E and x, y ∈ Fp. A combination
of finite field operations are performed on values in the field
Fp such as long integer addition, subtraction, and multipli-
cation. With these, the group operations Point Addition and
Doubling can be constructed which form the basis of scalar
multiplication: Q = k P where k ∈ Z and P, Q ∈ E . As the
order of E grows very large, such as the group order l in
Ed25519, it becomes infeasible to solve for k if given Q and
P [20].

Algorithm 1 Ed25519 Keygen

Input: skZ ∈ {0, 1}256

Output: pk
1 sk′← prune : skZ→ skZ/Fp

2 s ← H(sk′)⟨0,1,. . . ,31⟩ {Lower 32 bytes}
3 pk ← [s] · B
4 return pk

Algorithm 2 Ed25519 Sign
Input: skZ, pkFp , message M
Output: sign ≡ R||S

1 sk′← prune : skZ→ skZ/Fp

2 s ← H(sk′)⟨32,33,. . . ,63⟩ {Upper 32 bytes}
3 r ← H(p||M) mod l
4 R← [r ] · B
5 k ← H(R||pk||M) mod l
6 S← (r + k · s) mod l
7 return R||S

Algorithm 3 Ed25519 Verify
Input: pkFp , M, sign
Output: true / false

1 A← decompress(pk)

2 k ← H(R||A||M)

3 v← [S] · B − [k] · A ≡ R
4 return v

Group operations form the basis the EdDSA cryptographic
primitives Keygen, Sign, and Verify (see Algorithms 1, 2,
and 3 respectively, from [19], [21]). In these algorithms, H
denotes SHA-512, [x] · y denotes scalar multiplication of
the scalar [x] with the point y, and || denotes bit-string
concatenation. l denotes the Ed25519 group order, and B the
Ed25519 base point [19].

B. The ECC Operational Structure

The operational dependencies of elliptic curve based cryp-
tography are structured like a pyramid, where each layer is
composed of the operations below it, see Fig. 1. Finite field
arithmetic of long integers forms the foundation, which are
used to create group operations, which are then used to form
cryptographic primitives such as Keygen.

To obtain an efficient and secure design for EdDSA
or any ECC protocol, multiple optimization strategies and
side-channel countermeasures must be added to each opera-
tional layer. Since each stratum of operation is tightly coupled,
reductions in latency of field operations can have a large
impact on the latency of group operations and cryptographic
primitives. Fp long integer multiplication and inversion are
especially costly. At the group level, scalar multiplication is
responsible for the largest amount of latency in any given
cryptographic primitive, see Fig. 2. As such, this work is
mainly focused on the optimization of these operations to
reduce latency.
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Fig. 1. Ed25519 Operational Structure.

Fig. 2. Ed25519 Keygen algorithm steps as a percentage of total Keygen
clock cycles, using Montgomery Ladder Method for scalar multiplication.
No SCA mitigation present.

TABLE I
COST OF 255-BIT SCALAR MULTIPLICATION METHODS IN POINT

ADDITIONS (PA) AND POINT DOUBLES (PD)

1) Scalar Multiplication: There are many scalar multiplica-
tion methods, see Table I for a handful of the most well-known.
The Signed Comb Method and Montgomery Ladder Method
are included in this work, with the latter presented mostly as
a point of comparison and alternative to the less studied and
implemented Signed Comb Method.

C. ARMv7-M Architecture

To evaluate and analyze our implementation’s performance,
we use the ARM Cortex-M4 based STM32F407VG micro
controller, which is a reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
[22]. It features 192 KB of RAM and 1MB of flash memory,
sixteen (thirteen usable) 32-bit General Purpose Registers
(GPRs), and a further 32, 32-bit (or 16, 64-bit) Floating Point
Registers (FPRs) intended for use with the platform’s built-in
Floating Point Unit (FPU).

Most instructions on the target platform execute in one
clock cycle. The most notable exceptions are instructions that
access or write to memory, which require 2-3 cycles to execute.
Therefore, it is desirable to keep data in the GPRs R0-R15

TABLE II
LATENCY OF ARMV7-M ISA MEMORY ACCESS AND MAC

INSTRUCTIONS IN CLOCK CYCLES (CC) [24]

as long as possible. Notably, access to the FPRs requires only
1 cycle for each register being read or written to, and data
sent between an FPR and GPR is not modified in any way.
Non-floating point instructions cannot be performed on data
in the FPRs, which positions them as an efficient alternative
to the stack in some scenarios.

The ARM Cortex-M4 features a three-stage pipeline that
enables the processing of up to three instructions at once after
the pipeline has been filled, unless the instructions are 16-bit,
in which case the pipeline is restricted to two instructions
at a time [22], [23]. Using the pipeline, repeated memory
operations to or from registers can be optimized such that
n accesses requires only n+1 cycles to perform [17]. Careful
instruction ordering is used throughout our implementation to
keep the pipeline filled, reducing memory access overhead.

1) Portability: In order to achieve the lowest possible
latency, all Fp operations, both scalar multiplication methods,
and some supporting routines such as Point Addition and
Point Doubling are implemented in assembly. C is used to
direct program flow and to implement smaller, less frequent
operations. We acknowledge that this reduces code portability;
however the ARM Cortex-M4 platform is a very popular
choice in IoT applications, ensuring the relevancy of this work.

2) Memory Caching: The platform used for development
as well as the platform used for side-channel analysis both
lacked a memory cache. Therefore, this work assumes that
the ARM Cortex-M4 running the software does not have a
memory cache. No attention is paid to obfuscating the reading
of secret addresses in memory using techniques such as those
presented in [4].

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Finite Field Arithmetic

High throughput, low latency operation of Ed25519 is only
possible with efficient finite field operations. Open source
code provided by the X25519-Cortex-M4 project created
by [25] and written in ARM assembly, was utilized in our
work to perform Fp addition, subtraction, and multiplication.
This project offers the fastest known Fp arithmetic routines
for ARMv7-M architectures.

Importantly, the ARMv7-M ISA includes the low-latency
Multiply Accumulate (MAC) instructions UMUL and
UMAAL, which allow the execution of 32×32-bit multiplica-
tion (UMAAL adds two additions) needing only a single clock
cycle each. See Table II for a comparison of costs in clock
cycles for various ARMv7-M assembly instructions important
to this implementation.
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Fig. 3. Rhombus representation of the multiplication strategy. Execution
proceeds right to left, r0 first then r1.

1) Modular Addition and Subtraction: Modular addition is
implemented using the ADC and ADS instructions, needing
only 1 cycle to add and propagate the carry. A weak reduction
F2256−38 is used to avoid the final carry propagation and defer
the full Fp reduction until a multiplication is performed to
save cycles. Modular subtraction is implemented in a similar
manner with the instructions SBC and SBS.

2) Multi-precision Multiplication: An efficient multi-
precision multiplication design is a necessity for a
low-latency implementation. The approach utilized by
X25519-Cortex-M4, illustrated in 3, is similar to the
Operand Caching techniques described by [17], [26], and [27]
where the multiplication is performed in row-order. Fig. 3
illustrates the operational structure. Execution proceeds from
right to left, starting from r0, with horizontal connections
indicating multiplication and vertical indicating addition.

3) Modular Inversion: Although the X25519-Cortex-
M4 project includes code for inversion, we chose to implement
the Itoh-Tsuji method proposed in [28] which uses 11 modular
multiplications and 254 modular squares to compute
a p−2

≡ a−1 mod p in 53% less cycles than [17].

B. The Signed Comb Scalar Multiplication Method

Currently the most efficient constant time scalar multipli-
cation algorithm, the Signed Comb method [16] is used for
Ed25519 Keygen and Sign in our implementation. It trades
latency for space by using precomputed multiples of the point
P to be used in scalar multiplication.

For any given Signed Comb with parameters n, t, s, the
algorithm proceeds by splitting the total bits of the scalar
to be processed n · t · s into n blocks which are t · s bits
wide. Each of these blocks is processed in-turn by a “comb”
with t teeth spaced s bits apart. For each block, the comb is
shifted one bit a time t times; at each iteration a bit-string
x is formed using the bits of the scalar at the positions of
the teeth of the comb. A multiple of the desired point is then
chosen using the value of x for each block, which are then
added together then doubled. For an illustration of this process,
see Figure 4. For Signed Comb without SCA mitigation, this
work uses the parameters n = 3, t = 5, and s = 17, where

Fig. 4. Example of a comb operation where n = 2, t = 3, and s = 3.

n · t ·s = 255 = log2(p). With SCA mitigation, the parameters
n = 4, t = 4, and s = 24 are chosen. See §IV.

The Signed Comb Method is composed of three processes:
1) Offline Precomputation
2) Online Scalar Signed Binary Conversion
3) Online Scalar Multiplication
1) Offline Precomputation: The Signed Comb method uses

precomputed multiples M j,k of a point P to significantly
reduce the number of Point Additions and Point Doubles
needed to perform the multiplication. This work precomputes
the multiples offline and stores them as a table for use during
operation.

To precompute M j,k , first observe that for each j ∈ [0, n)

combs, each comb has k = t j teeth spaced s j bits apart, and
an offset o j for each block j of the scalar d . [16] For each
comb n j with teeth t j , the total possible values of the bit-string
x composed of t j bits is 2t j . The base point is then doubled
and added or subtracted to itself the corresponding amount
of times to produce a multiple x E for each block n [16].
Finally, x E is doubled o j times to produce the final multiple.
[16] Additionally, because d is in signed binary form, we can
exploit the fact that +1 ≡ −(−1) and discard every multiple
where the leading coefficient of the bit-string x is 1, reducing
the number of total multiples in half from 2t to 2t−1 [16]. See
Algorithm 4 for implementation details.

Finally, our comb parameters n = 3, t = 5, and s =
17 require 48 precomputed multiples using 4.5 KB of ROM.
With SCA mitigation, parameters n = 4, t = 4, and s =
24 require 32 precomputed multiples using 3.1 KB of ROM.
Indeed, there are many possible values of (n, t, s) with a wide
range of trade-offs. In our work, (3, 5, 17) was chosen for the
variant with no mitigation due to the desirable balance between
computational and space complexity, as shown in [16]. See
§IV for details on the parameters (4, 4, 24).

2) Online Signed Binary Conversion: Before performing
the comb operations the scalar e must be converted to its
signed binary form d using Equation 1 provided by [16]:

d =
e + 2D

− 1
2

(1)

where di ∈ {±1} and D > log2(l). D can be set to the length
of the input scalar e. 2D is precomputed and stored in ROM.

3) Online Scalar Multiplication: The computation stage
consists of a small amount of point doubles and adds, which
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Algorithm 4 Signed Comb Precomputation
Input: A point P ∈ E , comb parameters n, t, s
Output: M multiples of the point P

1 R← P
2 for i = t − 1 down to 0 do
3 for j = 0 up to t − i do
4 R← 2R

5 Powerst−1−i ← R

6 for i = 0 up to n do
7 for j = 0 up to 2t−1 do
8 Q ← P
9 x ← 2t−1

+ j
10 for k = 0 up to t do
11 bit = (x»k) & 1
12 if bit = 1 then
13 Q ← Q+ Powersk
14 else
15 Q ← Q− Powersk

16 offset ← s · t · i
17 for 0 up to offset do
18 Q ← 2Q

19 Mi, j ← Q

20 return M

vary based on the (n, t, s) parameters chosen. After multiples
of P have been precomputed, for each comb j ∈ [0, n),
double, then add or subtract the appropriate multiple. Let
Q = P . The computation proceeds as follows in Equation 2,
demonstrated in [16]:

QFinal =

0∑
j=s−1

2Q +
n−1∑
k=0

Q ± M j,k (mod l) (2)

where 2Q is Point Doubling and ± is Point Addition between
the intermediate point Q and the possibly inverted multiple
M j,k . Point inversion is always performed, and M j,k or −M j,k

is chosen using the addition masking method proposed in [29],
see Algorithm 5 for implementation details. Point Addition
(PA) and Point Doubling (PD) are implemented as demon-
strated in [30]. For a comparison of PA/PD costs between
scalar multiplication techniques, see Table I.

C. The w-NAF Scalar Multiplication Method

Ed25519 Verify operates only on public information. For
this reason the non-constant time w-NAF method was utilized
for scalar multiplication, based on the proposal by [31].

To compute the double point multiplication of two points,
the base point B is multiplied by the S portion of the signature,
and the point A is decompressed from the public key multi-
plied by the hash H(R, A, M), see Algorithm 3 for details.
To decompress the public key, we use the fast decompression
method proposed in [4] which does not involve an inversion
and instead only requires a single exponentiation. To verify the
signature, we use the fast single-signature verification method

Algorithm 5 Signed Comb Scalar Multiplication
Input: signedBinary:[e] 7→ [d], M multiples of

the point P
Output: [e] · P

1 Q ← P
2 for i = s − 1 down to 0 do
3 Q ← 2Q
4 for j = 0 up to n − 1 do
5 idx← 0
6 for k = 0 up to t − 1 do
7 bit← i + s(k + j · t)

8 idx
+
← dbit · 2k

9 Q ← Q ± M j,idx

10 return Q

Algorithm 6 Montgomery Ladder Scalar Multiplication
Input: An m-bit scalar [s], and the x-coordinate xP

of a point P
Output: xP = [s] · P

1 D← xP ; R0 ← (1, 0); R1 ← (xP , 1)

2 for j ← m − 1 down to 0 do
3 R0, R1 ← Cswap(R0, R1, bit j )

4 R0, R1 ← LadderStep(D, R0, R1)

5 return R0

which requires checking if SB − H(R, A, M)A (computed
through double point multiplication) and R are the same in
affine coordinates, which requires an inversion. [4]

Although fast, the Signed Comb Method is not a viable
option for Verify. In Keygen and Sign, the point used for scalar
multiplication is always the Ed25519 base point B, which
allows precomputation. In addition to B, Verify uses another
point A which is not known before runtime. Although it is
possible to compute the multiples of A on-the-fly, and ignoring
the additional space requirement, the time cost was found to be
≈ 700, 000 clock cycles. This places the approach behind the
slower alternative Montgomery Ladder before multiplication
can even begin.

D. The Montgomery Ladder Scalar Multiplication Method

The Montgomery Ladder, proposed by Pollard in 1987 [32],
is a scalar multiplication method that has many desirable
properties [33], has been well studied and implemented [4],
[33], [34], and has attained a high level of trust and
familiarity. For these reasons, we wanted to include the
Montgomery Ladder in our implementation as a trusted point
of reference to compare against the Signed Comb Method,
and as an alternative to it for those wishing to use our
software.

Our implementation of the Montgomery Ladder is presented
in Algorithm 6, which is similar to Algorithm 3 presented
in [35]. The primary difference between them is the manner
of the Cswap() function which swaps the points R0 and
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Fig. 5. Constant time Cswap() in ARM assembly. r1,r2 hold the value of
bit from Algorithm 6 and the constant #64 respectively. r8,r9 hold pointers
to the x- and y-coordinates of the point R0 and r10,r11 hold pointers to
the x- and y-coordinates of the point R1. For example, in the first line of the
presented code, r1 is multiplied by r2 and the result is subtracted from r8.

R1 before each execution of LadderStep(). Our imple-
mentation of Cswap() is similar to the Cswap2() function
presented in [35], but implemented in assembly using the
two ARM instructions MLS and MLA which multiply two
values then add or subtract a third value. The code for this
operation can be viewed in Figure 5. The points R0, R1
are 64 bytes apart in our implementation, which allows this
optimized technique. The end result is that the inputs R0, R1
to LadderStep() conditionally swap in constant time.
As mentioned in §II, it is assumed that no memory cache is
present. The presence of a cache may introduce side-channel
leakage.

The details of the LadderStep() function are excluded
for brevity. It is exactly as presented by [35] in their
Algorithm 2.

E. Extended Twisted Edwards Coordinates

The specification for Ed25519 [19] instructs the imple-
menter to project affine points of the form (x, y) to Twisted
Edwards Curve points of the form (X : Y : Z) as described
in [36], which decreases the latency of group operations like
Point Addition. Further optimization is possible by alterna-
tively using extended twisted Edwards coordinates of the
form (X : Y : Z : T ) as described in [30], where an
auxiliary coordinate t = xy is introduced to extend affine
coordinates, which map to projective as (x, y, t) 7→ (x :
y : t : 1) [30]. An extended twisted Edwards coordinate
corresponds to the extended affine point (X/Y, Y/Z , T/Z)

with Z ̸= 0.
In this work, all group operations are performed on extended

twisted Edwards coordinates as described in [30]. Here, there
is an obvious trade-off between time and space complexity,
since an extra coordinate T is necessary for every point. The
extra space requirements are negligible in implementations
using scalar multiplication methods that do not make use
of precomputed data, like Double and Add or Montgomery
Ladder. However, in the worst case for our implementation,
48 precomputed points are required, which introduces an
extra 1.54 KB of data. To alleviate the space requirement,
we chose to take Z = 1 for all precomputed points, allowing
its exclusion from storage.

IV. SIDE-CHANNEL ANALYSIS

Side-channel attacks exploit minute similarities in some
measure, such as power consumption, between many discrete
cryptographic operations to recover secret information [37],

[38], [39]. In our analysis, we assume that an attacker is able
to observe and record with great accuracy minute fluctuations
in power consumption, referred to as leakage traces, while
cryptographic operations are performed. It is also assumed
that an attacker can gather an arbitrary number traces with the
chosen input and corresponding output, and that the attacker
can generate templates.

A. Scope of Analysis

Although our implementation covers all Ed25519 primi-
tives, our primary focus for SCA evaluation are the scalar
multiplication portions of Keygen and Sign. Verify is omitted
since it is only used to process public information. Therefore,
discussion and results will center around the observation of
various scalar multiplication algorithms with different coun-
termeasures and parameters. In addition, the hash function
SHA-512 is known to be insecure as demonstrated by [40].
Although it is possible to make SHA-512 secure against DPA
attacks by padding the input message with random bytes [41],
it breaks compatibility with FIPS 186-5, so this solution
was not implemented. We consider securing SHA-512 out of
scope for this work, but for development and benchmarking,
an insecure and open source version of SHA-512 was used as
provided by [42].

B. Types of Attacks

First, we present the types of attacks we consider in this
work, then how our countermeasures apply to each.

1) Passive Attacks: We consider these ECC passive attacks:
Simple/Differential power analysis (SPA) [37], Horizontal
collision/correlation attacks ( [43], [44], [45], [46]), Template
attacks (TA) [46], Deep-learning attacks [46], Online template
attacks (OTA) [46], [47], Horizontal cmov attacks ( [46],
[48]), and Soft-analytical side-channel attacks (SASCA) [46].

Address-based attacks such as Address-bit DPA and
Address template attacks [46] are out of scope for this work.

2) Active Attacks: Active attacks, such as fault injection,
are considered out of scope for this work. However, Weak-
curve attacks [46] are relevant to EdDSA. In a weak-curve
attack, an attacker may choose a point on another curve as
input to the protocol in an attempt to weaken the security of
the implementation [46]. In EdDSA it is impossible to select
an arbitrary point on the curve as input. Therefore, EdDSA
and by extension Ed25519 are not vulnerable to weak-curve
attacks.

C. Countermeasures

1) SPA/DPA Countermeasures: As suggested by [49], coor-
dinate randomization and scalar blinding are performed for
every execution. Constant-time operations are also utilized at
every level of the design as suggested by [37].

2) Horizontal Correlation/Collision Attack Countermea-
sures: This attack relies on identical field values being used
across two or more scalar multiplication loop iterations [46]
which occurs in every version of our Montgomery Ladder
algorithm. One possible solution is to randomize the coor-
dinate in every loop iteration as proposed and implemented
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by [46] in their Ephemeral X25519 implementation. In our
implementation of the Signed Comb Method with Coordinate
Randomization, the coordinates are randomized before every
iteration by necessity, see §IV-E for more detail.

3) Horizontal cmov, Template, Deep-Learning, SASCA,
and Online Attack Countermeasures: According to [46]
and [50], projective (coordinate) randomization is enough to
defeat these attacks, which is present in our implementation.
However, it is unclear what frequency of randomization is
required. The authors of [46] express doubt as to whether
this countermeasure can stop all single-trace attacks, which
we must express by extension for our implementation.

D. Scalar Blinding

Scalar Blinding is the process of algebraically randomizing
a scalar s → s′ such that [s′] · P ≡ [s] · P [49]. The process
ideally changes every bit of s, and is meant to be performed
prior to every scalar multiplication, reducing the probability
that a correlation between power consumption and the bits of
s can be discerned over many traces.

To perform scalar blinding, a scalar s is added to the
multiplication of the group order l by some random r ∈ Z,
computing s′ = s+ r · l, without reduction. This increases the
bit-length of s from log2(p) to ≈ log2(p)+log2(r), which can
have a large negative impact on scalar multiplication latency
given a sufficiently large r . Therefore, it is important to choose
the smallest possible length of r for which the blinding is
effective.

Determining this length is not obvious. Coron [49] suggests
that 20 bits for r is enough. Although their countermeasures
are broader in scope, Batina et. al. [46] use 64 bits to perform
blinding. Liu et. al. [51] state that r must be greater than
≈ k/2, where k is the power of the group order of their
curve. They state this is due to the unique structure of k, which
contains a large portion of 1s or 0s in succession; thus, the
most significant bits of s′ are those of s, which is undesirable.
The Ed25519 group order l also exhibits this characteristic,
allowing us to discern that for our case it must be that
log2(r) > log2(l)/2. In our implementation, r is generated
using the hardware psuedorandom number generator (PRNG)
of the ARM Cortex-M4 and used to calculate s′ at runtime.
It is also possible, and preferred [46], to perform the blinding
outside of the cryptographic core. The computational cost for
the blinding process itself is low, requiring approximately one
512 bit multiplication. However, the increased length of s′

greatly increases latency regardless of scalar multiplication
method, see §V.

1) Signed Comb Method: After experimentation and simu-
lation, it was determined that r could be at minimum 133 bits
long to effectively blind the scalar using the Signed Comb
Method. To accommodate the change, new Signed Comb
parameters (n = 4, t = 4, s = 24) were chosen and a separate
set of multiples generated, see §III and §V for the impact on
implementation. For TVLA results, see Fig. 6.

2) Montgomery Ladder: As our focus was on the Signed
Comb Method, a 133 bit r was also used for the blinded ver-
sion of the Montgomery Ladder for simplicity and comparison.
For TVLA results, see Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. TVLA results of the Signed Comb Method with various countermea-
sures. Threshold T = 7 for all observations. (a): No SCA countermeasures.
1,000 traces were recorded. (b): Coordinate Randomization. 1,000 traces
were recorded. (c): Scalar Blinding. 10,000 traces were recorded. (d): Scalar
Blinding and Coordinate Randomization. 10,000 traces were recorded.

E. Coordinate Randomization

Similar to Scalar Blinding, Coordinate Randomization [49]
algebraically randomizes the coordinates of a point P → P ′
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Fig. 7. TVLA results the of Montgomery Ladder Method with various
countermeasures. Threshold T = 7 for all observations. (a): No SCA
countermeasures. 1,000 traces were recorded. (b): Coordinate Randomization.
1,000 traces were recorded. (c): Scalar Blinding. 10,000 traces were recorded.
(d): Scalar Blinding and Coordinate Randomization. 10,000 traces were
recorded.

such that [s′] · P ≡ [s] · P , with the same goal as Scalar
Blinding of reducing or removing the correlation between
power consumption and the bits of s as they are processed.

This is achieved by selecting a random integer λ, then
taking P ′ as the point (λ · x, λ) in affine coordinates and
(λ · X, λ ·Y, λ, λ ·T ) in extended projective [49]. Unlike Scalar
Blinding, the multiplications with λ occur in the finite field
Fp. The correct result is recovered after scalar multiplication
during the unprojection of the point [s]P back to the affine
with x = λX

λZ =
X
Z , which occurs whether Coordinate

Randomization is present or not. The computational cost of
Coordinate Randomization is low. Assuming P is in the
projective form, and Z = 1, only 3 field multiplications are
required. Additionally, since the length of s is not modified,
the latency of the scalar multiplication is not impacted.

1) Signed Comb Method: Coordinate Randomization is typ-
ically performed once prior to multiplication [49]. However,
the Signed Comb Method makes use of many precomputed
multiples of the Ed25519 base point B. Thus, generating B ′

prior to multiplication does not randomize a stored multiple
x B required during operation. To address this, one random λ

is generated prior to multiplication. During execution, after a
multiple B j,k is retrieved from memory, B ′j,k = (λX : λY :
λZ : λT )B j,k is calculated then used in Point Addition with
the intermediate point Q.

2) Montgomery Ladder: Montgomery Ladder accesses the
base point B once at the beginning of operation, which is
multiplied by a random λ to produce B ′. See Fig. 7

F. Test Vector Leakage Assessment

Ed25519 can be used in a static or ephemeral key-exchange
scenario [46]. In the ephemeral case the key is changed after
every use, but in the static case the key remains constant,
which favors a passive attacker who can gather data from
the device over many discrete observations. For evaluation,
multiple non-specific fixed vs. random t tests were performed
as presented in [52].

Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) is a method to
efficiently detect leakage a passive attacker may be able to
observe during cryptographic operations without the need to
test and prove security for individual attacks [52]. It has three
components: (1) the device under attack (DUT), (2) a high
frequency oscilloscope, and (3) a host PC to store and process
the recorded data as it is sent from the oscilloscope. [52]

The goal of performing TVLA is to determine if two
sets of data are indistinguishable using statistical analysis.
The statistical function used is Welch’s t−test, which pro-
vides a quantitative measure for any given recorded sample
if there is a difference between two populations of data
Ω0 and Ω1. In the case of our non-specific fixed vs. ran-
dom t tests, one population is the set of traces obtained
using the fixed skZ, and the other population the set of
traces obtained using a random skZ. The t-test is defined
in [52] as:

t =
µ0 − µ1√

s2
0

n0
+

s2
1

n1

(3)

where µ0 and µ1 are the sample mean, s2
0 and s2

1 the sample
variance, and n the number of traces gathered during the test.
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The resultant t value is then compared against a threshold
value T to determine if there is an observable difference
between the two sets Ω0 and Ω1 at that point. The authors
in [52] state that a threshold value of 4.5 is sufficient to achieve
a confidence of > 0.99999, but the authors of [46] encountered
many false positives when a high number of samples were
recorded. Using the plot provided in [53], and following in
the steps of [46], 7 was chosen as our threshold.

1) Experimental Setup: TVLA experiments were performed
with the following equipment and configuration:
• A host PC that sends test vectors to the DUT.
• A Picotech PicoScope 3000 series, 200 MHz bandwidth

and 8-bit sample resolution.
• The NewAE ChipWhisperer lite board [54].
• The NewAE CW308T-STM32F ARM Cortex-M4 target

board, mounted on the NewAE CW308 UFO board [54].
The DUT was configured to operate at 25 MHz for all

experiments. The power traces were obtained via a passive
probe connected to the CW308 UFO board at a rate of
125 MS/s, 5 samples per DUT clock cycle.

G. TVLA of Implemented Scalar Multiplication Methods

1) TVLA with no Countermeasures: See Figs. 6 and 7,
graph (a). A large amount of leakage over the T threshold
can be observed for both the Signed Comb and Montgomery
Ladder methods after just 1,000 traces, which is the expected
result with no countermeasures implemented.

2) TVLA with Coordinate Randomization: See Figs. 6
and 7, graph (b). Here, only Coordinate Randomization
was implemented. While the results for Montgomery Ladder
appear identical to the version with no countermeasures, there
is a noticeable difference compared to the previous Signed
Comb graph. Interestingly, the operational structure of the
Signed Comb Method can be clearly discerned in this graph.
Comparing both results after just 1,000 traces, Coordinate
Randomization is not effective enough for either Signed Comb
or Montgomery Ladder.

3) TVLA with Scalar Blinding: See Figs. 6 and 7, graph
(d). Here, only Scalar Blinding was implemented. Both TVLA
results show leakage well under the T = 7 threshold after
10,000 traces. Note the increase in clock cycles for both scalar
multiplication methods.

4) TVLA with Scalar Blinding and Coordinate Randomiza-
tion: See Figs. 6 and 7, graph (d). Here, both countermeasures
were included. Similar to Coordinate Randomization by itself,
there is no significant reduction in leakage.

V. PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSION

A. Comparison With Prior Work

Table III offers a latency comparison of our implementation
versus prior implementations for Fp arithmetic, and crypto-
graphic primitives. The works from De Groot [55] and De
Santis [56] focus primarily on optimizing Fp operations. They
also offer latency for X25519, but these measurements likely
include an inversion, so they are not comparable to scalar
multiplication only. The work by Fuji et. al. [17] presents

TABLE III
LATENCY COMPARISONS OF ARITHMETIC IN F2255−19 , AND ED25519

CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS BETWEEN WORKS IN
CLOCK CYCLES (CC)

TABLE IV
CLOCK CYCLES FOR THE MONTGOMERY LADDER AND SIGNED COMB

SCALAR MULTIPLICATION METHODS ON EDWARDS CURVE25519

a full implementation of Ed25519 on the Cortex-M4 using
the Signed Comb Method, but they do not provide specific
measurements for scalar multiplication only. No prior work on
the ARM Cortex-M4 reports latency with SCA countermea-
sures implemented. For full results of our scalar multiplication
implementations see Table IV.

Where our work differs from these prior works, and most
relevantly [17] is: (1) The use of [25] to obtain significantly
faster Fp operations, (2) full disclosure of our Signed Comb
and Montgomery Ladder implementation details, (3) side-
channel countermeasure implementation and evaluation for
both Signed Comb and Montgomery Ladder, and 4) our work
is open source.

Compared to the previous fastest work of Fuji et. al. [17],
our Keygen is 42% faster, Sign is 52% faster, and Verify is
43% faster.

B. Implementation Results

1) Scalar Multiplication: Clock cycles for scalar multi-
plication only are provided in Table IV to compare the
Signed Comb and Montgomery Ladder methods with various
SCA countermeasures included. Most notably, the Signed
Comb method with both Scalar Blinding and Coordinate
Randomization enabled is faster than Montgomery Ladder
with no countermeasures.
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TABLE V
LATENCY AND POWER MEASUREMENTS OF ED25519 CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES WITH VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF SCALAR MULTIPLICATION

ALGORITHM AND SCA COUNTERMEASURES ON THE STM32F470G AND NUCLEO-F411RE ARM CORTEX-M4 PLATFORMS
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2) Cryptographic Primitives: Our implementations
of Ed25519 Keygen, Sign, and Verify without SCA
countermeasures achieve a new latency record on the ARM
Cortex-M4 when compared to previous works as shown in
Table III. Table V provides comprehensive latency and power
measurements for each cryptographic primitive, using each
scalar multiplication method, using combinations of SCA
countermeasures. The measurements for Keygen, Sign, and
Verify encompass everything presented in Algorithms 1, 2
and 3.

3) SCA Countermeasures: As discussed in §IV, SCA coun-
termeasures can introduce a large amount of latency into
the design. Using Signed Comb, about 175,000 clock cycles
were added to Keygen and Sign with Scalar Blinding and
Coordinate Randomization enabled. For the same counter-
measures but using Montgomery Ladder, about 335,000 clock
cycles were added to Keygen and Sign. Montgomery Ladder’s
runtime increases linearly with the length of the input scalar,
which accounts for the large discrepancy between the two
methods. For further details see Table I.

In the best case scenario, using the Signed Comb Method for
scalar multiplication, an SCA protected ED25519 Keygen and
Sign was achieved with a 53% and 58% overhead respectively.

4) Frequency and Latency: In Tables IV and V two
frequencies are provided for the STM32F470G: 24 MHz
and 168 MHz. 24 MHz is a “benchmarking” frequency where
the CPU is never left waiting on the memory. 168 Mhz is
the maximum frequency of the chip on that platform and is
representative of a more realistic configuration for the M4. For
the NUCLEO-F411RE device only one frequency was used to
simplify measurements. See §V-C.

All code was compiled with arm-none-eabi-gcc ver-
sion 10.2.1, using the -O3 optimization flag.

C. Power Measurements
Power measurements were included as an additional

point of comparison and evaluation. They were obtained
using an X-NUCLEO-LPM01A “Power Shield”, which
monitored a NUCLEO-F411RE target device running our
software. It was chosen for its direct compatibility with the
X-NUCLEO-LPM01A to enable the collection of accurate
and detailed power measurements. Like the STM32F507G,
the NUCLEO-F411RE is a Cortex-M4 based platform with
an FPU, ensuring compatibility with our software. Because
the STM32F507G target device does not interface with the
X-NUCLEO-LPM01A, power measurements were not
obtained for it.

D. Conclusion
In this work, we presented an efficient and side-channel

secure implementation of Ed25519 on the ARM Cortex-M4
using both the Montgomery Ladder and Signed Comb scalar
multiplication methods utilizing optimized assembly through-
out our design. It was shown to outperform existing works in
latency when performing Keygen, Sign, and Verify by up to
52%. We also presented discussion and evaluation of various
side-channel countermeasures for the Signed Comb and Mont-
gomery Ladder scalar multiplication methods. Finally, latency

and power consumption was reported for the design with and
without side-channel countermeasures.
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